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"One of the most salient characteristics 
of t he cul~ure of our times is the i ntense, we might 
say obsess~ve, concern with authenticity as a quality 
of the personal life and as a criterion of art ." 
Thus starts an article in the September issue of 
Commentary. Since I have put my notes together for 
this paper, the article in Commentary is the third 
I have read on this subject . Frequently the same 
thoughts occur to many people at the same time, just 
as a new word seems to appear several times after 
one has discovered it . But in this case I think 
it is more than that . People ' s motives and needs 
are of a different hierarchy today. Maslow and 
others have pointed out the progression of motives 
from elementary needs to self- actualizing needs 
(Maslow 's term) as society becomes more affluent 
and individuals take the time to reflect. Many in 
our world are still motivated by elementary needs, 
many in our Western society by s tatus needs, but 
more and more by self-actualizing needs . When one's 
needs are concerned wi th his own cn'eativi t y, being 
authentic becomes important . 

The word "authentic " in the dictionary is 
an adjective which applies to things, not persons . 
Yet the adjective is now being used in r eference to 
life and to people. Thi s is probably recent usage. 
(My Webster's has a date of 1958 ). But authent ic 
is a good word when applied to life , and authentic 
life carries an overtone which is not true when one 
talks of an authentic article . Why? We can be ob
jective with an article in determining its trustworthi
ness, it.s .c.redibillty, its realness, its authority , 
etc . I s this possible with a person or a person's 
life? We must be subjective in order to decide our 
belief in man ' s purpose or a t leas t man ' s place in 
the world . Today nothing is left unquestioned ~ Things 
which many thought were sacred are now being dis
carded , such as the family, the church, the nati on, 
and even science , the god of Western civilization. 
Many of the iconoclasts claim that t :1ey are attempting 
to find the authentic life or to be authentic . I 
am sure that a t some point each of us has thought 
that our life was authentic, but have we ever taken 
the t ime to question the goals or the purpose s we use, 
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probably unconsci usly , in deciding our authenticity? 

Have you ever been put off by some of the 
recent writing? Poe tic language is hard for us. 
When Father Berrigan writes his "The Dark Night of 
ReSistance," a rationale for breaking the law; when 
Martin Luther King writes his "Letter from Prison," 
when Eric Ericson tells us oome of Ghandi' s thoughts, 
or when Malcolm X writes his autob iography, we must 
put ourselves into a frame of reference different 
than normal in order to understand what we read; O~ 
we must decide they are full of nonsense. 

Since we have been educated in the Western 
tradition of 18th and 19th century thinking, we 
assume that everything we read must be read literally. 
We read The Bible, or say a creed, and wonder how 
anyone can-accept them. We assume that anything, to 
be the truth, must be subject to scientific scrutiny. 
And conventi~nal wisdom for being scientific is to 
be empirical; it must be able to be measured, ob
served , or experienced. This assumption keeps many 
people from even thinking about a belief, let alone 
a goal greater than their own experience. 

In actual practice, most science, especially 
physics, has gone beyond this. (This is a 20th 
century contribution . ) Today the scientist assumes 
that hlR thought processes can reveal any part of 
creation because he is part of this creation. If man 
is integral to creation, the natural way to think 
is as nature thinks, and therefore all of creation 
can lJe u.nderstood. Heisenberg writes, ".~ .. .. the 
same tendencies that provide for visible order in 
the world for the existence of the chemical elements 
... for the formation of crystals, for the creation 
of li£e and everything else, may also have been at 
work in the creation of man 's mind. It is these 
tendencies which cause ideas to correspond to things 
and which will ensure the a rticulation of concepts." 
And today some of the scientific c~ncepts cannot be 
explained in ordinary language . Llke the ~oet~ the 
scientist is forced to use images to explaln hlS 
ideas. Niels Bohr said, "We must be clear that, 
when it comes to atoms, language can be used only 
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aG in poetry. The poct, too, is not nearly so con
cerned with describing facts as with creating images 
and establishing lUpntal connections. " 

The language of goals, which I will be 
discussing, of philosophy, of belief, etc . must create 
images in order to describe concepts. As we listen 
to young people today and to their conception of the 
go od life, we must probe and question them, not be 
PlJt off because they aren't political or scientific. 
One concept essential to this paper is that of a 
goal, a reason for today. If your goal is to have a 
lot of money, your life today must be dedicated to 
earning money. If your goal is to have a long obitu
ary, you must be active in work, good or bad, today. 
If your goal is heaven, I don't know what it means 
today because I don't understand heaven. And if 
one ' s goal is a meaningful life, his actions must 
have meaning :Cor him. Because "meaning" is a poetic 
word, we have trouhlp. with this goal and the resultant 
life. I feel that this is a legitimate goal ; hence, 
communes, disruptions, and other life styles which 
we may disapprove of must be examined for what other 
life goals may have to tell us. 

The theory of relativity established for 
s c ience the impossibility of the experimentor not 
being a part of the experiment. This has also been 
.the thought of some philosophers who say that the 
sclf is an important ingredient in both the way we 
live and the way we think. So let us be self-conscious. 

This type of thinking, that is, thinking 
self-consciously about existence and man, only became 
common currency with what we now call existentialism. 
Maybe its time came because Western soc iety had 
succeeded materially. Man was now secure enough to 
doubt the myths about man and to ask questions about 
himself. 

One of the first existential philosophers 
was Kierkegaard . Kierkegaard says ~hat man hashth8

t capac ity to choose , to decide, t~ wlll, althou~ no 
necessarily consciously, to be hlms~lf, t? avold . 
being whom he wishes ' to be. This dlalectlc of cholce , 
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an either/or cho i ce , to be or not to be , is in the 
face of dread a b e alarming possibility of being 
abl e to be the 5e1= that one wills himself to be 
therefore choosing non- being . Man continues to ' 
choose and to de=end what he wishes the self to be, 
and the more h e defends the more he destroys. Even
tually he is a str anger t o h is true self by dis
paringly refusing to be the s elf that he is. 
Kierkegaard is saying tha t whos oever tries to save 
himself shall l ose himself. 

Does Ki er kegaard have an answer fo r this? 
Yes - the answer is a dialectic between subjectivity 
and objectiv ity - a duality to be recognized - a 
double vision - a balance of factors of the self 
between finite-infinite , eternal/temporal, necessity/ 
possibility - a synthesis of these facto~s.is the 
real self . Failure to have the double V1Slon, to 
synthesize , is sickness - is death or destructio~. 
Kierkegaard docs go on t o say that to be authentlc, 
one must be faithful , for the self is based on a 
relationship to God. Kierkegaard says that an ontology 
is necessary, or relationship to "The Other." 

It is interesting that Laing, the Scottish 
psychiatrist, still alive and one of the popular 
pundits of today, issayine; almost the same thing 
Kierkegaard said . Laing echoes Kierkegaard when he 
writes, "The requirement of the presentis to provide 
a thoroughly self- conscious and self-critical human 
account of man for no one can begin to think, feel, 
or act now except from the starting point of his own 
alienat i on ." He opposes the medical-clincial method 
which views the patient a s an object, a case to be 
studied and explained. Laing emphasi~es the necessity 
of the duality of the sel f, as did Kierkegaard, and 
the balancing of the fac t ors in a synthesis which is 
the self . In Laing's terms, a single vision is 
existential death, and t h is is what most people regard 
as sanity . A two-fold v iSion, subjective and ob
jective , is necessary. Laing is also ontological, 
but with problems. Laing has the dilemma which 
Nietzche prophesized would follow after the death of 
God; the lack of an ultimate source of values . 
Laing measures the authenticity of the self by a 
correspondence between the person's "position" and 
his actions. Laing thinks of "others," whereas 
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Kj flrkegaard thought of "The other." 

Maybe it would be a little easier to under
stand this if I try to summarize what Sartre and 
Genet, present day existentialists, have to say. 

Sartre says the greatest sin is for one to 
t urn that which is concrete into an abstraction. If 
we take the concrete fac t tha t we ar e an individual, 
living at a certain address, speaking a certain lan
guage , and having a certain trade, and make this 
into the abstraction of a Frenchman before being an 
individual, into a capitalist before being a tradesman, 
or into a churchman in preference to being a person, 
we are sinful and unauthentic. Genet, called by 
Sartre "St. Genet," puts this in a little different 
context in his play, The Balcony. He illustrates the 
world a s a house of prostitution in which we all pay 
to have our dreams come true, but which, in fact, 
leads us to death. For example, one man sees himself' 
as a cardinal and keeps wishing and dreaming of being 
a cardinal; his every thought is being the cardinal 
r a ther than being what he is. Ano ther, a minor 
official, envisions himself as being the prime minister, 
and plays out the part in his daydreams. The point 
i s that if we become the person we would like to be 
r a ther than the person we are, we are dead. 

Teilhard de Chardin is a little IIDre obtuse, 
but , in his way, says the same thing. A human pheno
menon can only be understood and a person can only 
understand himself in his r elat ion to the wider 
phenomenon of interiority and consciousness found 
t hroughout the cosmos, and in his specific capacity 
for self-reflection; this then points towards the 
possibility of a higher level of organized co-reflection 
within himself and within mankind. Teilhard thus is 
affirming a dialectic relationship of the within and 
t h e without, but he goes on to ' say- that at any point 
in the universe the interiority or centrality belongs 
to the very core of all human phenomena. 

Another seminal thinker was Freud. In Freud's 
last major work, Civilization and Its ~i~c?nte~t, he 
cla ims that the forces which created clvlllzatlon also 
keep man's authenticity in check. The facto:s which 
are so necessary for civilization create a dlchotomy 
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of the Id and the Ego . This dichotomy is the discon
tent, or the lack of authenticity, we must endure in 
order to have civilization. 

. Lionel Tiger, an anthropologist, has con-
f7rme~ some of Fre~d's thinking in his studies. 
Tlger.s book, Men In Groups, a fascinating book, lays 
out hls conclusions a t considerable length to prove 
that the need one has in forming groups is in order 
to conform and . to ~how aggressi on. This need of groups 
~~d of a~gress~on ls. psychogenctic or philogenetic. 
Tlge r thlnks a mutatl on occurred in early man in 
order to hunt in a group . This was a means of sur
vival. In order to hunt as a group, the individual 
had to sublimate his own self so that the group would 
act in concert. He was also able to be aggressive, 
something he probably couldn't do individually, when 
he was in a group. The result was conformity and the 
need to associate with other men. Today we no longe r 
need this function of providing the food and the 
courage necessary which kept Homo sapiens laive 
hundreds of thousands of years ago. But this need 
still keeps expressing .itself today. The odd person 
isn't accepted in our community and conformity has 
religious overtones. 

I did a great injustice to all of the thinkers 
I mentioned when I attempted short resumes. Now I 
will doan even. greater injustice by trying to generalize 
on a consensus~ To be authentic is to be constantly 
in the state of tension between what we actually know 
we are and what we think the world wants us to be. 
When we lose sight of and refuse to act out what we 
know ourselves to be, we might as well be dead; we 
are unauthentic. Only the goals that can encompass 
and use us as we know ourselves to be are worthy goals. 
When we see ourselves, when we see others, even com
pelling ourselves and others to be what is good for 
society or to satisfy our Ego, we are unauthentic. 

Even the psychiatrists toda y, by virtue of 
the ir training and life experiences, are inclined t o . 
define menta l h ealth, or normalcy , in t e rms or acceptable 

. ty standards. A pers on may be ?omp~_ e tel:v: _ 
COIDIDUnl b t . f' he -is "different" he lS dlagno~ed healthy, U l ~ , 
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as "ill." In other words, theer is an insidious 
tendency to think of a patient's differences as a 
manifestation of his i l lness. 

Think of the many young people today who 
have to make choices because of the draft. We force 
them to be what they aren't and we force them to be 
d ishonest. Think of the middle class f a ther who 
defend s the morality of the war, but a t the same time 
makes sure tha t his son is protected from its con
s eq~ences by being in school, or go ing along with an 
excuse for a 4F classificatio~. Thi s is corrupting. 
Dishonesty is praised. Claim to be a homosexual : 
be one . Claim to be an add ict: . be one. Claim to 
be a psychotic: become one. For, in the process a 
pretense can become a reality and death. 

America's image of itself is s till the 
Anglo-Ameri can ideal as it was at the beginning of 
our independence . The nati onal type, John Smith, 
Davey Crockett, George Washington,and Abraham Lincoln, 
s till rema ins pretty much fixed. This is true whether 
the American is a descendent of the Pilgrims or the 
grandson of an immigrant from Southeast Europe. So , 
rather than America being a melthg pot, it has been 
a transmuting pot in which all ingredients have been 
transformed and ass imilated to the idealized Anglo
saxon model. Herberg spells this out in great detail. 

Last November there was a column by Ned 
O'Gorman in the New York Times about the gift of child
hood. He discovered this gift in Harlem. He describes 
childhoo~ as the gift the gods give, and each child 
has a chlldhood, and no two are al ike · but hopefully 
childhood is the form that upholds ea~h child's life 
for~ver. He then goes on to show us how the schools 
obllterate that childhood. The schools have an idea 
of.what the child should be, and regardless of the 
?hlldhood, the child is changed into the school's 
ldea . The authenticity is lost. 

committee ~ec~~tlY in a Community Action Commission 
our l·t· ~e lng we were discussing the way one of 

~o 1 lClans had taken a report, the work of the 
~~~l~tee, and was using it politicallymther than 

lnklng of the people. I made the remark that it 
was a shame that affluent people stopped seeing people, 
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except on an individual basis , as human beings, 
whereas those who wer'e poor usually saw others, 
including thos e who were affluent, as human beings. 
I was corrected by one of the committee for missing 
the real reason. He explained that when a person 
became involved in an institution, people were secondar~ 
to the institution. Plans had to be made, actions 
taken, regardless of life, to maintain the institution. 
Only those outside the institution could see other 
people as being more important than the institution. 

In evolution, new forms appear thru~gh the 
process of mutation. If they are superior, judged 
by greater complexity or in sustaining life, they are 
accepted, and changes in the species gradually c~ur, 
synthesizing and/or incorporating the new forms. 
When new forms of the human spirit have occurred, 
they have usually been rejected. The odd character 
may be a great advance, but if he or she is different, 
rejection occurs. Not all of the different people 
gain fame, but enough have for us to see this rejection. 
Chrtst and Socrates were killed; witch-burning has 
been common for centuries; Oppenheimer was rejected 
from society; Abraham, of the Bible, was probably 
rejected from his community, but, fortunately, his 
oddness became the basis for the Jews, who still 
experience rejection. But today there are a few signs 
that this rejection is no longer absolute . 

Martin Buber says that the kibbutz of Israel 
should always be on the "narrow ridge" of failure 
and success. To live on this razor edge, as he calls 
it, of failure and success is a posture which is 
difficult to achieve , but it is the only community 
which develops wisdom, new forms, and is ready for the 
morrow. As I interpret Martin Buber's words, success 
will lead to institutionalization and the institution 
will lead to loss of life. 

We have in the urban and rural communes, 
in the solidarity of the black militant minorities, 
and in some of the political coalitions, groups that 
have an interest in mankind. These groups don't 
pretend to be perfect, nor are they designed to be 
such but they do exphasize ~ife as versus death. Bob 
Hoov~r, when he was at U.C. used to say that long after 
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the bizarre clothing and unconventional habits of 
hippies and street people have gone, there will be 
left a legacy of renewed interest of mankind in 
community life and in uncalculating human relations. 
As the militant black minorities, and as the poor, 
rejec t the striving norms of the commercial society, 
a new way will be opened to set values for post
Western, post-industrial, and post-American society. 
Thus our anarchic state is not without hope. It is 
a genuine human-ness anarchy. It does, in spite of 
its frightening overtones, exhibit a robust belief 
in man, which appeared, for a long time, to have ex
p i red permanently. 

If any of you haven't read Malcom X's 
autobiography, I recommend it. I recommend it because 
you will see the possibility of metamorpho s is in 
human beings in spite of the degrading and repressive 
conditions under which some have to live. It also 
t ells us a good deal about ourselves. The main point 
t o me was that Malcolm moved through variouG phases 
i n his life to attah wholeness. He underwent thre e 
major conver sions , which were all part of the process 
of bec oming a person, an experience quite rare among 
most of us. He understood quite well the tension 
t hat was needed to be a whole person. 

As of the end of last year, the National 
Institutes of Health estimated there were more than 
3 ,000 urban communes in operation in addition to a 
great number of rural communes. There are many 
different kinds of communes, and much disagreement 
on their methods, their social change, etc. But 
t here is a general agreement that the commune movement 
contribures to - change by bringing man closer t o himself 
and to his fellow man through love and understanding . 
I believe there i s no question that the pressure of 
normal convention is much reduced, which allows one 
t o live more freely. It is certainly true that there 
are conventions and conformity within these COlillllune s . 
There is probably reduced freedom, too. But we do 
obs erve the attempt to be unconventional. 

Oarl R. Rogers gave a graduation address 
about two years ago in which he sa id that he was 
excited and full of anticipation for the man of tomorrow 
a s he sees the man coming. He believes thAt the new 
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man has characterist i cs whi ch run s trongly counter to 
the orthodoxy, dogmas , forms , and creeds of the ma jor 
Western r eligions . He feels that the new ,man does 
not fit into the t r aditional industrial managemnt 
organi zations. This man of tomorrow contradicts in 
his person almost every element of traditional schools, 
colleges, and universities, and is no -L fitted to 
become a part of bur eaucratic government. He also 
speculates that if t he new man is new in s o many ways 
and deviates so deeply from almost all ofihe gradually 
developed norms of the past, is he just a sport in 
the evolutionary ~ine, soon to die out or be discarded? 
Carl Rogers does not believe so . He believes that 
he is a viable creature. 

When I told my youngest son , a senior in 
college, that I was going to do a study on being 
authentic, and asked him what he thought , he wrote 
a letter, too long to quote. In essence he said : 
"Knowing thyself, Socrates' injunction, always puzzled 
me until several years ago when I discovered that there 
was another self that I was unaware of. I feel a 
constant pull to go back to the person I learne d to 
be as I was growing up, and that authentic life i s 
probably the grappling with the attempt to be my true 
self, which I have found, and the desire to return 
to the safety of the conventional person I had learned 
to be ." 

I started my work on this paper with a study 
of Thomas Jefferson. I was intrigued to find out why 
he had changed the conventional phrase of the Enlighten
ment, "life, liberty, and property ," to the phrase 
we find in our Declaration of Independence, "life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." After reading 
several books , fascina t i ng material which could be 
the subject of a paper in itself, I found that Thomas 
Jefferson wa s really rejecting the Calvinist position 
and was more concerned for the person than he was for 
institutions. I don'tthink he quite trusted it enough 
to pursue it actively , but he thought enough of it 
to reject the term "property," which stands for 
institutions, in favor of "pursuit of happiness," or 
a life with more values t han just physical well-being. 

We have today a resurgence of spiritual 
seeking among the young. There has been a number of 
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articles about the counter-r.ulture or youth bent on 
searching for enli,ghtenment. I believe the accepted 
phrase is "getting spiritually cool ." The idols are 
Jesus , the Maharishi , the guru, and others. Our 
churches may feel this could be a revival for them, 
but they will be disappointed , for the seeker's goal 
is to be able to love his neighbor as himself, to be 
able to do it at all times, and that his neighbor is 
everyone . He seeks for loss of guilt feelings, loss 
of any fears, and with no thought for the morrow. 
He is not troubled with a conscience or that his body 
will some day die. The entire object is that the 
saved person loves . There are two manifestations of 
this discipline : the pr i vate discipline of a one-to
one or one-to-a- group loving relationship, and the 
public discipline of trying to change the social order 
in love . 

So you can see we are not without hope today 
f or authentic beings. However, I think we should now 
take a look a t our society. You might wonder why I 
didn't say anything about the new social ethic that 

,;'many of our businessmen display, which is supplanting 
the old protestant ethic . The reason is that it isn ' t 
s o much different. The other-directed individual 
has just substituted social self-interest for individual 
self-interest. We have discovered that true self
intereot is served by subordinatjng mere self-interest 
to that of the society. We still don't want individuals 
to rock the boat. 

We hear an Aw~]l lot from the behavior al 
sc ientists, and how we can be more effect ive in 
communication and more effective as individuals . But 
isn ' t this still acting out a set of principles that 
.fI'equently is not part of one's own character? We, 
subtly, manipulat e ourselves so that we act in certain 
ways, or try to ha~e others act in certain ways , 
because we think it is more appropriate or more 
effective rather than because it is the natural thing 
to do. This may be unfair to some who do find the 
way t o " S themselves. 

The sci entific ethic is similar to the pro
tes t ant ethic. It conforms us. It keeps us from 
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looking at or feeling within ourselves other dimen
s ions. This may be what keeps us, as much as a 
religious dogma does, from knowing t~e spir~t world 
of Eskimos, American Indians, or Afrlcan trlbes. It 
is impossible for us of Western so~iet~ to cope with 
the spirit world, and we keep pushlng lt away. We 
can 't stand the thought that we aren't completely in 
control. 

When John Lindsey announced his~itch of 
parties, the comments by Rockefeller and Javitz both 
employed a religious metaphor. To change parties is 
like changing religions. To change your style or 
creed is hard. The conformity we all know and 
practice has a religious feeling . To go against our 
crowd may be hard because we don't like rejectbn or 
criticism by our own kind; and a feeling of guilt 
follows. 

A distinguished geneticist asked recently, 
"I see no guide from science, philosophy, religion, 
or sociology, as they exist today, to the grave 
problems we biologists face ." Biology i s putting 
into man's hands the means o~ controlling his future 
destiny. Alfred North Whitehead wrote some years ago 
that some of the major disasters of mankind has been 
produced by the narrowness of men with a good metho 
dology. He said the authority of science to determine 
methodology and the authority of science to determine 
ul~imate categories is today's problem. His, 
Whltehead's, aphorism of advi ce was, "It is the task 
of the future to live dangerously ." 

Science has brought on the religious crisis 
of the 19th and now the 20th centuries. Religion had 
been the pattern for controlling and expressing emotion 
socially. Now that science is our religion, it 
cannot and never will be able t o build a social order; 
for all social orders must be religious to allow for 
the full range of man's emotions , including the depth 
of his helplessness, his insatiable hunger for 
communities, his confrontation of his own death. 

in his book Be1ng Free, talks 
Gibson Wint e r, as the result o£ tne-Btrange 

of the crisis of "soul ," 
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pa.radox of Amorica's growing affluence and the rlslng 
rebellion of youth. In many ways, since the last 
world war, affluence in America is almost the ful
fil lment of the American drRam. Like the dwcllers 
in the first circle of Dante's Inferno, our citizens 
are neither good nor bad, but simply go through the 
mo tions. Their lives are empty. Fortunately, thi s 
restlessness of the youth, the black power movement, 
this deep restlessness of the American soul might 
j ar us out of this first circle. 

I find myself constantly s tumbling over the 
Ruccess ethic . I know that thl~ success that I 
s trive for must be an accomplishment in the eyes of 
others, or in an understanding of what society con
s iders success. There is gratification, and I wonder 
whether many of 1J8 don't confuse this with authenticity. 
I suppose it is the ,old bugaboo we keep running into, 
the North EuropBan protestant ethic - success is a sign 
that we are~hos~n - success comes because we weren't 
idle, weren't sinful, and had, supposedly , a purpose 
in li1°e - hence an authenticity. 

How do we judge ourselves when we are 
authentic? By the way we feel toward ourselves, 
by the way others tell us we look or act, by our 
reputation, our reflections, etc.? Maybe we don 't 
have the capac ity to be authentic? 

Our psychic self, our inner self, I suppose, 
must do the judging . From my own practice, I wonder 
how much time we allow ourselves to reflect. Only 
by letting the mind wander - not the transcendental 
meditation type - will we know . Maybe , when we let 
our mind roam , we might discover our other self . 0 

Then the interplay of t.xJ_e two selves can be the cuttlng 
edge towards being authentic . 

But I have trouble with what I have just 
said . I have, in a way, condemned the forces that 0 

made us the way we are, that is, the protestan~ et~~;, 
the Christian dogma , the succe~st~!~i~~ ~~~,~c~~~~~flC 
ethic, etc. Is our n~~~reo~u~ defect in our evolution. 
without them? Maybe lS lo ture? Because 
Are we close enough ~o kno:~~ga~al sp~culated with 
evolution made ~ur mlndS h, ld be able to understand 
He ~S 0nber~ earl~er , we s ou 
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nature. Could we then understand what the possibiliti es 
for man are, dis cov ering that we are locked in? 
Perhaps this i s the future of man, as we know man 
today, unless he can .change. Consciously, accepting 
the odd-ball, we can hope for the quantum jump in 
evolution. Maybe the closest we can come to in the 
way of being authentic i s to realize the goal. 

John Shea suggested in an article last 
spring that mo s t of our religious reflections are 
larva theology. We search the human experience for 
the embryonic god, for the hint half-guessed, the gift 
half-understood, in order to sense the presence of 
the sacred before it metamorphoses into its own form. 
This is probably why most religious symbols are es
chatological. The reality of these symbols is already 
present, but not yet fully presented. We explore the 
caterpillar to discern the presence of the butterfly. 
The area to be investigated is the relationship between 
the larva and the butterfly, the inner action of human 
experience and its butterfly. 

I have a faith that a mutation will take 
place, or maybe is taking place; that man may have a 
chance to be authentic. I find myself, much to my 
surpri s e, in agreement wIth Marcuse. Marcuse claims 
that in the time Since Freud wrote Civilization and Its 
Discontent, man's mind has changed and that the way 
out of this discontent is now a possibility. But, 
what the hell, maybe I'm just a romantic. 

Charles M. Judd 


